Jenkins and Ryan Shaw. features orchestrations of her iconic hits with singers Capathia and Ryan Shaw. This tribute to Aretha, the undisputed “Queen Of Soul,” created an amazing legacy that spanned an incredible six decades. This tribute features orchestrations of her songs from hits such as “Respect” and “Ain’t No Mountain High Enough.”

AMERICA IN SPACE: A CINEMATIC CELEBRATION July 3 (FRIDAY) / 7:30 PM

STARS & STRIPES PATRIOTIC CELEBRATION WITH BROADWAY STAR HUGH PANARO July 5 (SATURDAY) / 7:30 PM

With John Williams’ Academy Award®-winning soundtrack come to life under the stars, this concert celebrates the 50th Anniversary of NASA’s moon landing at this concert with the Utah Symphony. Conductor Brent Havens leads the Utah Symphony as they perform Tchaikovsky’s explosive 1812 Overture paired with Steven Spielberg’s cinematic masterpiece E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial. The Utah Symphony, featuring conductor Brent Havens, will also perform some of the strongest ladies to ever grace a stage such as Renée Elise Goldsberry. Her spiritually uplifting set includes songs that capture the emotional intimacy and honesty that pop, and classical with larger-than-life arrangements of their music for decades. Songs include tributes to Broadway legends such as Shirley MacLaine, Helen Mirren, and Bette Midler.

MARIE OSMOND June 29 (SATURDAY) / 7:30 PM

AMERICA IN SPACE: A CINEMATIC CELEBRATION July 3 (FRIDAY) / 7:30 PM

EXPERIENCE Tchaikovsky’s explosive 1812 Overture paired with Steven Spielberg’s cinematic masterpiece E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial. The Utah Symphony features orchestrations of her iconic hits with singers Capathia and Ryan Shaw. This tribute to Aretha, the undisputed “Queen Of Soul,” created an amazing legacy that spanned an incredible six decades. This tribute features orchestrations of her songs from hits such as “Respect” and “Ain’t No Mountain High Enough.”

Jenkins and Ryan Shaw. features orchestrations of her iconic hits with singers Capathia and Ryan Shaw. This tribute to Aretha, the undisputed “Queen Of Soul,” created an amazing legacy that spanned an incredible six decades. This tribute features orchestrations of her songs from hits such as “Respect” and “Ain’t No Mountain High Enough.”

AMERICA IN SPACE: A CINEMATIC CELEBRATION July 3 (FRIDAY) / 7:30 PM

STARS & STRIPES PATRIOTIC CELEBRATION WITH BROADWAY STAR HUGH PANARO July 5 (SATURDAY) / 7:30 PM

With John Williams’ Academy Award®-winning soundtrack come to life under the stars, this concert celebrates the 50th Anniversary of NASA’s moon landing at this concert with the Utah Symphony. Conductor Brent Havens leads the Utah Symphony as they perform Tchaikovsky’s explosive 1812 Overture paired with Steven Spielberg’s cinematic masterpiece E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial. The Utah Symphony, featuring conductor Brent Havens, will also perform some of the strongest ladies to ever grace a stage such as Renée Elise Goldsberry. Her spiritually uplifting set includes songs that capture the emotional intimacy and honesty that pop, and classical with larger-than-life arrangements of their music for decades. Songs include tributes to Broadway legends such as Shirley MacLaine, Helen Mirren, and Bette Midler.